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Abstract— Advanced sensing strategies in the industrial sector 

are becoming a valued technological answer to increase the 

performance and competitiveness. The development of enhanced 

sensing solutions considering both technology and monitoring 

requirements is, nowadays, subject of concern in the industrial 

maintenance field. In this context, this work presents a novel self-

powered wireless sensor applied to condition monitoring of gears. 

The proposed sensor is based on a modular architecture, offering 

multipoint sensing, local wireless communication, multi-source 

energy harvesting and embedded diagnosis algorithm for 

mechanical fractures detection based on acoustic emission 

analysis. The developments are complemented by means of a 

remote management interface, from which the user can configure 

the functionalities of the sensors, visualize the network status as 

well as analyze the diagnosis evolution. The sensor performance, 

in terms of power consumption and fault detection, has been 

analyzed by means of experimental results. 

 
Index Terms—Acoustic emission, health monitoring, intelligent 

sensor, power harvesting, remote monitoring, wireless sensor 

network. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

URING the last years, wireless sensor are being adapted to 

a wide range of applications to provide a remote 

condition monitoring solution easily expandable [1-2]. The 

field of structural-health monitoring, for example, is gathering 

specific sensors and low-power strategies to be applied to 

buildings [3], and bridges [4], but also to aeronautical 

assembly inspections [5]. The healthcare applications have 

also received considerable attention to provide contextual 

information and alerting mechanisms about the people to be 

monitored [6]. Similarly, management and security needs have 

been approached in the agricultural and forest sector by means 

of automated irrigation structures or fire detection systems [7-

8]. However, despite the great deal of sensors used for 

supervision purposes, the industrial sector shows a clear lack 
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of wireless sensor solutions for machinery monitoring. The 

massive introduction of wireless sensor networks in the 

industrial sector is restricted by two main challenges: first, the 

development of an automatic and autonomous sensor solution, 

capable of being integrated in a wireless network in order to 

centralize the information generated by a set of distributed 

sensors in a unique interface, and, second, the development of 

specific machinery monitoring algorithms embedded in the 

sensor [9-14]. 

Indeed, most of the available industrial sensors act like a 

data acquisition devices transmitting information to a sink 

node [15]. Instead of raw data transmission, on-sensor 

preprocessing is a better strategy to improve the overall 

performance [16-18]. However, the concept of embedded-

sensing cannot be exploited if the system requires cables to 

access communication buses or if batteries have to be 

periodically replaced. In this regard, wireless technology and 

energy harvesting systems provide a wide range of solutions to 

become the sensor practically maintenance-free. Wireless 

local area networks can be easily implemented and transparent 

to the user, while multi-source energy harvester strategies are 

being proposed recently [22], based on the combination of 

vibration [19], thermoelectric [20] or solar/light [21] effects. 

Thus, the industrial monitoring system becomes highly 

scalable and flexible. 

Dealing with industrial machinery failures, those related to 

the power transmission chain are the most common and 

concerning [23-24]. Among the different parts, the gearbox is 

found to be the most critical, since its downtime per failure is 

significant in comparison to other components [25]. 

Mechanical faults detection has been traditionally approached 

by means of vibration monitoring [26]. However, in order to 

reach the current condition monitoring requirements around 

earlier diagnosis and fault evolution tracking [27], the 

Acoustic Emission (AE), represents an advantageous option 

[28]. 

The originality of this work includes a complete self-

powered wireless sensor applied to mechanical fracture 

detection in gears by means of acoustic emission analysis. The 

developments include also a remote management interface in 

order to centralize the information from multiple sensors for 

management, visualization and interpretation purposes. 

Furthermore, this work introduces the AE technique to be 

embedded in the sensor processing layer for condition 

monitoring purposes. Although some approaches can be found 

in the literature [29-30], it should be noted that this is the first 

time that all these technologies, that is, AE sensing and 
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processing, wireless communication and multi-source energy 

harvesting, converge in a unique sensor solution for industrial 

applications. Moreover, this work represents an important step 

to the introduction of wireless sensor devices and advanced 

sensing strategies to the development of industrial condition 

monitoring solutions. 

The paper is organized as follows: sensor architecture and 

management is explained in Section II. The embedded 

diagnosis methodology is presented in Section III. The 

experimental results are explained in Section IV. Finally, this 

paper shows conclusion dissemination in Section V. 

II. SENSOR ARCHITECTURE AND MANAGEMENT 

The sensor unit has been envisaged as a compact device 

comprising of four interconnected modules, that is, the signal 

conditioning, the digital processing, the energy harvesting and 

the communications, as it is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the sensor unit: signal conditioning, digital 

processing, energy harvesting and communications. Three independent 

acoustic emission conditioning channels are considered. Three specific energy 

harvesters control and conditioning channels are included. Additionally, the 

sensor is featured with a general purpose light-emitting diode and three 

general purpose digital outputs. 

An overview of the sensor modules is shown in Fig. 2. The 

modules are allocated in a prototype casing of 150mm× 

120mm×40mm. The ingress protection rating of the case is IP-

54, making it suitable for most of industrial environments. The 

resulting packaged sensor unit is shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 2. Sensor unit illustration. Modules distribution and main connectors. 

 

Fig. 3. Sensor unit overview. a) Partial casing view. b) Complete casing view. 

A. Signal conditioning 

The signal conditioning represents the most critical module 

in terms of electronics design and implementation. The sensor 

is capable of managing up to three independent AE channels. 

Each channel is provided with low-noise-low-power 

amplifiers carrying out a band-pass filter around an AE 

spectral bandwidth of interest (100 kHz - 400 kHz). Besides, 

this module allows a manual adjustment of the amplification 

ratio between 32db and 72db. In order to increase the energy 

saving, the power supply distribution of the whole signal 

conditioning module is controlled by a solid-state switch 

commanded from a processor’s digital output. The 

conditioned AE channels are connected to a 14-bits analog-to-

digital converter. A fixed sampling frequency of 2MHz during 

time windows of 10 msec. is applied, resulting in 280 Kbits of 

data, and a spectral resolution of 100 Hz. 

B. Digital processing 

The digital processing module is based on a digital 

processor, an ARM Cortex-M4, which implements the sensor 

management functions and the diagnosis algorithm. Internal 

memory is used to save the configuration parameters as well 

as intermedium signal processing results. The digital processor 

tasks are organized in four sequential stages: data acquisition, 

data processing, diagnosis algorithm and data transmission, as 

it is represented in Fig. 4. At the end of each stage, a low 

energy profile, the sleep mode, is applied to reduce the 

average energy consumption. The next stage will be executed 

after a sleep time, tsleep, and the verification of a certain state of 

charge of the energy storage unit, SoCth, otherwise the sleep 

mode will remain during an additional tsleep. 

 
Fig. 4. Operating cycle carried out by the digital processor. Previously to the 

execution of each task, the sensor unit remains under sleep mode during a 

sleep time, tsleep. Then, the state of charge of the battery, SoCth, is checked in 

order to allow the execution of the next task. 

C. Energy harvesting 

The energy harvesting module has been designed to avoid 

battery package dependency, which implies a costly 

maintenance requirement. Dealing with energy harvesting, a 
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multi-source approach has been adopted in order to allow 

flexibility and improve the energy availability. Thus, the 

proposed energy harvesting module allows up to three 

different energy sources connections. First, the vibration 

energy harvester, which allows the conversion of machinery 

residual vibration in electric energy by means of the 

piezoelectric effect. A Perpetuum FSH module for 50Hz 

mains region with a power output up to 20mW has been 

adopted. Second, the thermoelectric energy generator that 

takes advantage of thermal gradients trough the Seebeck 

effect. A customized harvester has been designed based on an 

array of 255 Bi2Te3 thermoelectric-material prepared into a P 

and N types of 1 mm
3 

thermos-elements. A matrix 

arrangement supported with ceramic substrates results in a 50 

mm
2
 of harvester able to provide up to several milliWatts at 

temperature differences around 75
 o

C. And finally, third, a low 

voltage indoor photovoltaic harvester based on four Sanyo 

AM1815 amorphous silicon solar cells. In case of significant 

variations of the operating conditions (frequency/amplitude in 

vibration or temperature gradient), the consideration of such 

harvester is proposed. The cumulative photovoltaic energy is 

sufficient for self-powered the sensor as a secondary source 

able to maintain hundreds of microWatts as a constant power 

delivering ratio. 

The energy harvesting module has been designed to support 

an initial specification of 2mW of sensor unit power 

consumption considering the whole set of functionalities, 

which corresponds to 125mJ of energy supply per minute. 

Taking into account such consumption ratio, the energy 

storage unit has been designed by means of two 5F 

supercapacitors. This capacity offers and autonomy of several 

hours under an energy harvesting drop scenario. The 

supercapacitors have been selected also considering a low 

equivalent series resistance. This features allows a better 

performance during the energy transients of the sensor, i.e. 

transitions from sleep mode (seconds of microWatts), to a 

wireless transmission mode (milliseconds of miliWatts). 

The module is completed by means of input power 

conditioning circuits between each harvester and the storage 

device. Then, the harvesting module includes rectifier and 

DC/DC converter for electromagnetic (vibration) energy 

harvester, ultra-low voltage DC/DC converter for 

thermoelectric generator, and a maximum power point device 

fixed at 80% for indoor photovoltaic cells. An additional load 

switch and an output voltage regulator (buck/boost converter), 

are used to supply 3.3 V to the rest of the electronics. The load 

switch and the enable pin of the buck/boost converter are 

controlled by a digital battery pin (VBATT_OK). Thus, the 

buck/boost converter starts up when is fully operational and 

the cold start issue of buck/boost converter is avoided. 

D. Communications 

The selection of the wireless personal area network 

technology has been carried out taking into consideration the 

application requirements. The 802.15.4 based technology 

represents a good tradeoff between low power consumption 

(energy saving modes), range of operation (tens of meters), 

and baud rate (kilobits per second). Although multiple 

standards are available, the ZigBee technology represents one 

of the most mature one, with a good penetration in the market. 

Thus, the implemented radio interface is based on a NXP 

JN5148 Zigbee wireless coprocessor. The additional wired 

communication mode is solved by a 2.0 USB interface. These 

two communication channels allow the interaction with the 

user through the Management Interface (MI). 

E. Management interface 

The management interface (MI), collects and presents the 

information in regard with the presence of mechanical 

degradation in the point/s under test, and also about the 

operating status (i.e. battery level), of each sensor unit. 

During the regular operation mode, Fig. 5(a), each sensor 

unit (SU), sends trough a wireless connection the 

corresponding information to a management interface, 

installed in a remote host computer. In order to minimize 

communication loads (power consumption), a simplex star 

network topology has been defined, in which the data transfer 

is carried out non-periodically (under energy availability 

constraints), from the SU to the host computer. Thus, the 

proposed monitoring wireless network allows an autonomous 

and continuous on-site diagnosis. In order to manage 

automatically the network (i.e. association process with sensor 

units), a wireless hub, wired linked to the management 

interface host computer, is included. The wireless hub is seen, 

from the host computer, as a serial port from which data 

frames are received containing the corresponding fields, such 

as sensor unit identifier, diagnosis outcome and sensor unit 

energy status. Complementary, the SU can be wired connected 

to the MI host computer. In the wired mode, Fig. 5(b), the SU 

functionalities and diagnosis parameters can be configured, as 

well as massive AE raw data can be downloaded. 

 

Fig. 5. Communication modes of the sensor unit. a) Wireless mode for regular 

operation. Multiple sensor units can be connected directly to the management 

interface throughout a wireless hub. b) Wired mode for sensor configuration 

or acoustic emission raw data download from the management interface. 

The architecture of the management interface is modular in 

order to isolate different functionalities and allow an easy 

update. Indeed, the MI functionalities have been grouped in 

four modules: interfaces, analysis, data manager and 

communications. 
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A communication module of the MI has been implemented 

as library using .NET platform and specific serial port 

handling from Windows operating system. The wireless 

operation has been categorized in four scenarios as follows: 

--OutOfBox, a WSU is connected for first time to the 

network (the WSU must be registered into the MI and 

calibrated). 

--PowerSOS, the harvesting power supplier level of a SU 

reach a specified threshold hpsth. 

--Alive, a WSU wakes up from a no-energy status 

(available energy below hpsth). 

--Data, regular data frame containing information regarding 

diagnosis outcome and SU status. 

An example of wireless communication dialogue between a 

SU and the MI is shown in Fig. 6(a), where the four kinds of 

considered frames are represented. In case of wired 

communication, Fig. 6(b), the actions are selected by the user: 

configuration of the SU functionalities, massive AE raw data 

download, diagnosis parameters configuration or SU 

functional tests. 

 

Fig. 6. Communication dialogues between the sensor unit and the 

management interface. a) Wireless communication between a SU and the MI 

throughout the wireless hub. First, after the initial connection of the SU to a 
power source (battery level > hpsth), and OutofBox frame is sent. Following 

the default procedure, the SU carries out its calibration. Later, Data frames are 

sent non-periodically to the MI. Previous to a critical energy level, the SU 
sends a PowerSOS frame. In case of an energy decrease below hpsth, the SU 

will turn off and when there is availability will restart the association 

procedure to the network, Alive frame sending and Data frames transmission. 
b) Wired communication between a WSU and the RMI. The connection and 

disconnection corresponds to automatic procedures requested by the WSU and 

the RMI respectively. The operations are executed sequentially in a request-
reply mode. 

A data manager module handles the database by means of 

.NET platform and MySQL database as backend. The analysis 

library module, based on MATLAB runtime engine, contains 

the diagnosis procedure to be applied over the download AE 

raw data. Finally, the user interface module has been designed 

as graphical application using .NET platform and Windows 

Forms and PostgreSQL connector as it is shown in Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 7. Management interface main panel view. Three sensor units are 

registered in the network, the first one, sensor 1, with two associated AE 

transducers and a low energy warning, the second and the third ones with one 
associated AE transducer each other and no warning message. 

III. DIAGNOSIS METHODOLOGY 

The proposed on-site data processing and diagnosis 

algorithm aims to detect fracture evidence in the point of 

measurement under mechanical stress. Thus, in order to 

develop the proposed methodology, mechanical fatigue tests 

over individual F114 steel gears has been carried out by means 

of specific testing machinery. The objective of the 

experiments is to characterize AE signal signatures under 

different mechanical fracture stages. 

Gears are subjected to fatigue cycles until the elastic 

module of the material is reached and a fracture appears. It 

should be noticed that the tests were not carried to final 

fracture of gear teeth. The tests were stopped once cracks were 

evidenced macroscopically. A 30 kN sinusoidal load of 10-12 

Hz is applied to the gear, AE is acquired periodically each 30 

seconds with a sampling frequency of 6 MHZ. The samples 

are acquired by means of AMSY-5 Vallen system AE resonant 

sensors. The fracture produced in the gear at the end of the 

experiment is shown in Fig. 8. 

Generally, during the fracture process, the acoustic activity 

(number of AE events that overpass an amplitude threshold) of 

a material can be classified into three different phases: crack 

initiation, crack incubation, and crack propagation [31-32]. 

Fig. 9 shows the evolution of the AE activity in regard with 

the fatigue applied to the sample, where the three fracture 

stages can be easily identified. This fact means that there exist 

three different AE patterns to be analyzed in order to 

characterize each degradation stage. 

 

Fig. 8. Detail of resulting cracks generated within the gear under the 

mechanical fatigue tests. (a) Lateral tooth crack propagation. (b) Transversal 

tooth crack propagation.  

The three characteristics signatures extracted from the 

experiment are shown in Fig. 10. The AE activity increases 

throughout the mechanical fracture evolution, as well as the 

presence of AE at higher frequency bands. The frequency 
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spectrum of AE signals in stage 1 presents a maximum around 

100 kHz, Fig. 10(a). In stage 2, AE signals have higher 

amplitudes than in stage 1 and the frequency reaches 200 - 250 

kHz, Fig 10(b). In stage 3, the amplitude of AE signals 

increases considerably, and frequency peaks extend over a 

higher range of values between 100 and 800 kHz, Fig. 10(c). 

In basis of the existent literature [33-34], and the results of 

the experiments, it can be concluded that there is a 

characteristic AE pattern which permits to discern faults 

generated in fatigue tests. This pattern is based in the fact that 

there is a shift on the spectral content towards higher 

frequencies directly related with the mechanical degradation 

stage. 

 
Fig. 9. AE results in terms of AE energy vs duration of the test. Sample loaded 

to Fmax= 30 kN and N = 20100 cycles. Three stages are identified during the 

experiment, (i) initiation, (ii) incubation, and (iii) propagation.  

Thus, the proposed diagnosis methodology estimates the 

mechanical fracture degradation by analysing the ratio of AE 

energy among three different frequency bands. However, as it 

has been mentioned, due to the limitations of the sensor, the 

predefined 10 msec. time of acquired AE signal implies the 

consideration of short and non-periodic segments of the 

corresponding mechanism working cycle. These eventual 

diagnosis outcomes, here called indicators of mechanical 

fracture, Fdeg, must be understood as probabilistic 

measurements. For this reason, the analysis of an Fdeg historic 

is considered to ensure the stability of the final diagnosis, 

resulting in a proposed numerical value, Md, which represents 

the estimated mechanical fracture degradation percentage. As 

shown in Fig. 11, the diagnosis methodology proceeds as 

follows: 

1) The acquired AE signal is band-pass filtered over the first 

spectral band, fb1 (from 100 kHz to 150 kHz). This band is 

considered the baseband for further comparatives. Tthe 

experiments show that the content in this band is related to 

the normal acoustic activity of the material, and not to the 

degradation which can be find in higher bands, fb2 and fb3 . 

2) The temporal envelope of the positive part of fb1 is 

calculated to highlight the statistical content and avoiding 

mean near zero. 

3) The variation coefficient, Cth, is estimated over fb1 

following (1). It is a measure about the acoustic activity of 

the AE acquisition, it is used to discard AE signal with no 

significant events. After the experiments it has been 

observed that values of Cth < 1 represents the acquisition of 

non-significant content such as residual noise or healthy 

samples. Therefore, a Cth-fb1 value over 1.2 is 

recommended for the initial configuration of the algorithm. 

In case of lower variation coefficients, it is considered that 

non-significant content is available to continue the analysis 

and the acquisition is discarded. 

𝐶𝑡ℎ =
𝜎

�̅�
          (1) 

4) The same procedure is sequentially repeated for the two 

higher spectral bands, fb2 (150 kHz to 200 kHz), and fb3 

(200 kHz to 250 kHz). In case of Cth-fb2 < 1.2, the Fdeg is set 

to 0 indicating the non-presence of mechanical fracture 

degradation in the acquired AE signal. In case of Cth-fb2 > 

1.2, the evaluation of the mechanical fracture follows. 

5) Mechanical fractures, corresponding to advanced stages of 

propagation, are related with significant AE contents in fb3, 

while initial fracture stages exhibit lower contents in fb3, or 

even only significant AE activity in fb2. In order to 

quantify such AE magnitude, the rms of each band is 

estimated, rmsfb1, rmsfb2 and rmsfb3. Also, a weighting 

factor relating the spectral bands, Wfactor, is applied, in 

order to highlight the presence of AE activity in the upper 

band fb3. This factor is selected in order to empathize the 

conclusions of the experiments that associate higher 

frequency bands with severe degradations, and reduce the 

value of the assessment for the lower bands that are more 

related with initial degradation. 

𝑊𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = {
   0.5    𝑖𝑓 𝐶𝑡ℎ−𝑓𝑏2 > 1.2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐶𝑡ℎ−𝑓𝑏3 < 1.2 

1   𝑖𝑓 𝐶𝑡ℎ−𝑓𝑏2 > 1.2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐶𝑡ℎ−𝑓𝑏3 > 1.2
 (2) 

 

 

 

Fig. 10. Examples of characteristic AE signals obtained from the mechanical fatigue test in different degradation stages. The vertical reference marks the same 
instant of time. The horizontal reference shows the same threshold value. a) Temporal and spectral AE signal obtained from degradation stage 1 - crack initiation. 

b) Temporal and spectral AE signal obtained from stage 2 - crack incubation. c) Temporal and spectral AE signal obtained during stage 3 - crack propagation. 
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Fig. 11. Proposed diagnosis methodology. Three spectral bands, fb1, fb2 and fb3 are considered over the acquired AE signal in order to analyze their contents and 

estimate the mechanical fracture indicator, Fdeg, and the final mechanical fracture degradation diagnosis outcome, Md. 

 

6) Then, the mechanical fracture evaluation corresponds to 

the relation of the baseband, rmsfb1, and the rms of the 

highest band with Cth > 1.2, rmshb, as it is shown in (3). 

𝐹𝑑𝑒𝑔 =
𝑟𝑚𝑠ℎ𝑏

𝑟𝑚𝑠𝑓𝑏1
·

𝑊𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟

𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥
· 100     (3) 

In order to provide quantitative information in regard with 

the mechanical fracture, a maximum fault level, Fmax, is 

defined. This parameter corresponds to the maximum 

expected relation between the rmsfb1 and rmsfb3. This 

parameter is set to 3 corresponding to the maximum 

energy relation found in the fatigue experiments for the 

crack propagation phase. 

7) The resulting Fdeg is saved in a historical database formed 

by the N last values, where N is set at 100 in order to 

analyze 100 acquisition of 10 ms, which has been proven 

to be sufficient in mechanical elements such as the gears 

used in the experiments. The Md is obtained from the 

historic assessment by means of (4). 

𝑀𝑑 =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝐹𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑖

𝑁
𝑖=1       (4) 

Finally, after the assessment of multiple experimental 

results, it is proposed a numerical interpretation of the 

results formed by four regions in regard with the value of 

Md such as: 

Healthy 0≤ Md < 20 

(5) 
Initial degradation 20 ≤ Md < 50 

Significant degradation 50 ≤ Md < 85 

Generalized degradation 85 ≤ Md < 100 

 

As it has been aforesaid such diagnosis procedure is carried 

out by the WSU during the regular wireless mode operation. 

In this mode 10msec. of AE signal is acquired non-

periodically, under energy availability constraints. In case of 

wired mode operation, continuous long period of AE signal 

(i.e. several seconds), can be acquired and stored in the RMI 

host-computer and, then, the Md value can be likewise 

estimated by the same diagnosis procedure. The wired mode 

allows an instantaneous mechanical degradation assessment 

once the Fdeg historic is completed. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed sensor 

unit, two experimental analyses have been carried out. The 

first analysis is focused on the fault detection capabilities, 

while the second analysis lies on the power consumption and 

energy harvesting capabilities. 

A. Mechanical fracture degradation 

Taking into consideration that it is not feasible to induce 

controlled mechanical degradations over operating industrial 

machinery, the validation of the system is done in the 

laboratory on an electromechanical test bench, reproducing 

mechanical subsystems in an industrial plant as shown in Fig. 

12. The electromechanical system consists of permanent 

magnet synchronous machine acting as a drive connected to a 

1:1 rated gearbox. A commercial AE transducer, Vallen 

Systeme VS900-M, offering a 50 kHz to 500 kHz spectral 

band, is located in contact with the gearbox chassis. Three 

different rotating speeds conditions have been considered: 

150, 250 and 450 rpm. Two gears have been used to carry out 

the diagnosis validation, a healthy gear, HG, and a gear with 

high severity failure (8 fractures at different teeth bases 

between 1mm and 5mm), FG. 

 
Fig. 12. Experimental setup for mechanical fracture detection in gears. 
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The sampling frequency is fixed at 2MHz. A total amount 

of 20 ksamples are acquired, as a result, each acquisition 

corresponds to 10 msec of AE signal. The same characterized 

gear samples, used during the fatigue tests, are mounted in the 

gearbox. It is shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 the resulting AE 

signal processing following the proposed diagnosis 

methodology for both HG and FG cases. 

 
Fig. 13. Filtering process over an acoustic emission signal corresponding to 
one revolution at 450rpm in a healthy gearbox based test bench. a) Temporal 

acoustic emission signal acquired. b) Resulting temporal acoustic emission 

signal after a band-pass filter (fb1, 100kHz-150kHz) and time envelope. c) 
Resulting temporal acoustic emission signal after a band-pass filter (fb2, 

150kHz-200kHz) and time envelope. d) Resulting temporal acoustic emission 

signal after a band-pass filter (fb3, 200kHz-250kHz) and time envelope. 

The estimation of the rms over the resulting AE signal at 

fb1, fb2 and fb3 allows obtaining the indicator of mechanical 

fracture, Fdeg. This value has been obtained over 100 AE 

acquired signals during the test bench operation in order to 

complete the Fdeg historic length. Thus, the results of the 

evaluation of Md can be seen in the next Table I. The results 

shown that under a healthy gear condition, the Md value is 

around 13-15%, and when the gear is under faulty condition (8 

degraded teeth in our case), the indicator increases up to 70-

73% indicating clearly the presence of degradation in the gear. 

The Md values in Table I correspond to an average calculation 

among the Md values obtained during 10 repetitions of each of 

the six experiments. It should be noticed that the Md values in 

Table I exhibit a small deviation of ±2.5% max. when 

different operating speeds are considered, which represents a 

good stability of the proposed diagnosis methodology. These 

results reveal that the analysis of the spectral content of the 

AE events shown properly the corresponding gear condition. 

The nature of the identified AE patterns related with the 

fracture implies that the estimation of common time-based 

condition indicators such as rms, peak to peak or kurtosis, are 

not be capable to characterize the considered degradations. 

 
Fig. 14. Filtering process over an acoustic emission signal corresponding to 
one revolution at 450rpm in a faulty gearbox based test bench. a) Temporal 

acoustic emission signal. b) Resulting temporal acoustic emission signal after 

a band-pass filter (fb1, 100kHz-150kHz) and time envelope. c) Resulting 
temporal acoustic emission signal after a band-pass filter (fb2, 150kHz-

200kHz) and time envelope. d) Resulting temporal acoustic emission signal 

after a band-pass filter (fb3, 200kHz-250kHz) and time envelope. 

TABLE I 
RESULTING Md UNDER THREE OPERATING CONDITIONS. MEAN VALUE, 

STANDARD DEVIATION AND 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL CONSIDERING 10 

REPETITIONS OF THE EXPERIMENTS 

 150 rpm 250 rpm 450 rpm 

Healthy 

gear 

HG 

Mean 13.99 13.53 15.59 

Std. 0.37 0.48 0.53 

CI at 95% [13.76-14.21] [13.23-13.83] [15.26-15.92] 

Faulty 

gear 

FG 

Mean 70.82 71.68 73.32 

Std. 2.11 1.79 2.29 

CI at 95% [69.51-72.13] [70.57-72.79] [71.90-74.74] 
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Numerical time-domain features are related with a measure 

of AE intensity, which can lead to false positive outcomes. 

Moreover, such AE intensity measures require the 

characterization of all the operating scenarios in order to 

identify diagnosis thresholds for each of them. The resulting 

analysis shown in Table I can be compared with the analysis 

of the experimental AE data by means of time-based 

indicators shown in Fig. 15. 

 
Fig. 15. Statistical time-domain features. Dotted line: AE signal under a 
healthy gearbox scenario, Continuous line: AE signal under a faulty gearbox 

scenario. a) rms estimation at 250rpm. b) rms estimation at 450rpm. c) peak to 

peak estimation at 250rpm. d) peak to peak estimation at 450rpm. e) kurtosis 
estimation at 250rpm. f) kurtosis estimation at 450rpm. 

B. Sensor power consumption 

A low power consumption profile represents an important 

objective during the design of the SU. Power measurements 

over the SU operation show consumptions between 80-

180mW power while executing main tasks, and 50μW power 

during the sleep mode. The consumption details are 

summarized in Table II. The power consumption is estimated 

by measuring the required load current and voltage delivered 

by the supercapacitors. 

TABLE II 
SU POWER CONSUMPTION DETAILS 

 
Power 

[mW] 

Time 

[sec.] 

Energy 

[mJ] 

Sleep mode, TS 0.047 60.00 2.820 

Data acquisition 
(three channels) 

188.1 0.020 3.760 

Data processing 76.26 0.920 70.16 

Diagnosis algorithm 86.16 0.210 18.09 

Data transmission 61.38 0.220 13.50 

Total (@Ts=1min.) 1.76 61.37 108.3 

Total (@Ts=3min.) 0.62 181.3 113.9 

Total (@Ts=10min.) 0.22 601.3 133.7 

On average, the active mode time is approximately 1.37 

seconds, followed by the sleep mode time, TS, set at 1, 3 and 

10 minutes in the tests. Depending on the TS, the average 

power consumption ranges from 0.22mW to 1.76mW. 

In order to verify the WSU autonomy, available ambient 

energy sources has been tested. The mechanical vibration 

energy and surface temperatures on various positions of an 

standard 40 kW air compressor unit have been measured to 

study the available energy. In this characterization, 0.025g to 

0.05g vibration has been detected in addition to the 60 - 70 
o
C 

surface temperature on the rotary screw air compressor (near 

the air outlet). Based on the characterization, thermoelectric 

energy harvesting is proposed in this work. The super-

capacitor voltage and charge time are measured to calculate 

the harvested power and energy. The average harvested power 

Pavg can be derived from the super-capacitor energy ESC and 

charge time Tchrg as (6) 

𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑔 =
𝐸𝑠𝑐

𝑇𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑔
=

𝐶𝑠𝑐·(𝑉𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙
2 −𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡

2 )

2·𝑇𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑔
      (6) 

where CSC is the super-capacitor capacitance, Vfinal and Vinit are 

the final voltage and initial voltage of the supercapacitor. The 

results are shown in Fig. 16. 

The harvested thermoelectric energy is calculated based on 

the voltage change on the super-capacitor at 1.01J within 300 

seconds. The average harvested power of thermal energy 

harvester is calculated at 3.37mW. The charge experiment was 

also conducted with different capacitors, the harvested power 

remains the same value. 

 
Fig. 16. Vibration and thermal harvesters (VEH and TEG respectively) during 

supercapacitor charging experiments. Supercapacitor voltage (VVEH and VTEG), 
and harvested power (PVEH and PTEG). 

The vibration of the air compressor tested in this experiment 

varies significantly due to its different operation modes, 25-

48mg magnitude at 49.3-49.7Hz frequency is measured. The 

harvested energy is measured at 470 mJ in 300 seconds. 

The harvested vibrational power is 1.56mW on average 

during the charging process. Whilst the air compressor is 

operational, the total energy harvested power is calculated at 

4.93mW. The harvested power is sufficient to power the WSU 

operating at TS=1 minute (1.76mW in Table I). Based on the 

duty cycle power consumption data of the WSU, the proposed 

multi-source energy harvester supplies enough power to 

decrease the TS until 20 seconds. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper introduces a novel self-powered wireless sensor 

device applied to mechanical fracture detection in gears by 

means of acoustic emission analysis. 

The proposed solution integrates four different key 

technologies in a unique sensor device, that is, up to three 

acoustic emission channels, wired/wireless communications, 

multi-source energy harvesting, and embedded diagnosis 

algorithm. Multiple sensor devices can be easily managed by 

means of the proposed management interface, which, from a 

host computer, allows the visualization of all the information 

sent by the distributed set of sensors in the plant. 

The proposed embedded diagnosis algorithm has been 

designed by means of specific mechanical fracture 

characterization procedures over gear samples. The proposed 

diagnosis methodology is based on the analysis of the spectral 

content of the acoustic emission signal, since the different 

mechanical fracture stages analyzed during the experiments 

show characteristic spectral contents. 

The performance of the proposed sensor solution in terms of 

power autonomy and diagnosis results has been tested. 

In regard with the power consumption, the sensor solution 

requires less than 110 mJ of energy at a ratio of one diagnosis 

cycle per minute. This energy harvesting requirement has been 

proved to be realistic by means of an energy harvesting 

experiments carried out over an industrial air compressor.  

The proposed embedded diagnosis algorithm has been 

validated over a gear based electromechanical test bench. The 

results show a very good performance during the 

identification. Moreover, the resulting diagnosis outcome is 

very stable in front of speed conditions variations. 

It should be noted that this sensor solution can be applied in 

whatever electromechanical structure where gears are present. 

The potential of the diagnosis algorithm, together with the 

sensor possibilities allowing three different points of test, has 

the capability to extract the information coming from the 

mechanical fracture itself that from other machine vibration 

sources. 
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